A technique for establishing completeness results for theorem proving systems in first-order logic with equality is presented. This technique is an adaptation of model theoretic forcing, which was originally designed to provide a method for constructing models of certain first-order logical theories. Our method applies to term orderings which may have infinitely many infinite extents, but transfinite trees are not used. We illustrate this method by proving the Completeness of resolution and paramodulation, and the completeness of a set of inference rules consisting of restrictive forms of resolution and paramodulation, simplification and deletion of subsumed clauses.
Introduction
Our interest is completeness theorems for clause-based theorem proving systems operating in first-order logic with equality. In this paper we present a new method for proving such theorems. This method uses the concept of forcing and is illustrated in the p r o o f of Theorem 6.3.
In this Introduction we present a brief description of the concept of completeness, an explanation of why we believe it is important, a short history of completeness theorems, a description of the results in this paper, and a comparison of our methods with those used elsewhere in logic.
A clause-based theorem proving system consists of some operators, called inference rules, which operate on a set of clauses S. Ordinarily S is the clause representation of the negation of some theorem which is to be proved. The system proves the theorem by generating the empty clause [] from S, thereby exposing S as inconsistent. A theorem proving system is complete if, given enough time and space, [] will definitely be generated whenever the starting S is, in fact, an inconsistent set. If a theorem prover is complete, then you have a guarantee that the computation will be successful if it is presented with the proper kind of input and if the machine has arbitrarily large memory and if arbitrarily long time is available. Most people would consider this to be a rather weak guarantee, but some guarantee is better than none. Stated another way, if a theorem prover is complete, and if it fails on some inconsistent input, then the problem must be the depletion of time or space. Thus, completeness theorems are important because they give you some knowledge about the system you are dealing with. If a system is complete, then you know that the inference rules are, in theory, adequate for the task at hand.
In his famous paper, J. A. Robinson (1965) proved the completeness of resolution for first-order logic (without equality). Following this lead, many others proved the completeness of various refinements of resolution. In order more effectively to handle theorems 0747-7171/91/010003 + 17 $03.00/0 9 1991 Academic Press Limited involving equality, paramodulation was introduced by G. Robinson & Wos (1969) and proved complete if the so-called functionally reflexive axioms were added to the clause set. Brand (1975) proved the completeness of resolution and paramodulation without the functionally reflexive axioms. Peterson (1983) gave a proof of the same result which used semantic trees and was more in the spirit of the earlier completeness results. Peterson's proof requires that the atoms and terms be given an ordering for the purpose of controlling the kinds of paramodulations allowed. It also requires the ordering to be order.isomorphic to the positive integers, that is, the ordering can have only one infinite extent. However, most of the more natural orderings which one would like to employ in theorem provers are transfinite, having many infinite extents. Hsiang & Rusinowitch (1991) removed the restriction on orderings by employing transfinite trees. This approach may be limited in its ability to be generalized to other inference strategies, since little is known about trees of infinite height. Indeed, even a tree of countably infinite height will in general have uncountably infinitely many branches, see Todorcevic (1984) . The proof method we present here completely eliminates this dependence on the structure of infinite trees and in this sense reduces the complexity of the completeness proof by using the most straightforward form of transfinite induction. Another interesting method which avoids transfinite trees is the proof theoretic approach of Bachmair (1989) . Bachmair also gains a considerable simplification through his technique of proof normalization and proof ordering. This method allows him to focus on restricted inference rules in which the principal formula is maximal. He proves that ordered resolution, oriented paramodulation, ordered factoring and his reduction-based deletion strategy are refutationally complete for first-order logic with equality and without the functional reflexive axioms. His deletion strategy includes subsumption and deletion of simplified clauses as special cases. In addition, a novel feature of his approach is the elimination of the usual lifting lemma in favour of his technique of proof transformation and proof normalization.
The key concept which drives our proof method is that of forcing. This concept can be described as follows. If some literals are known to be true, then others are forced true.
For example, if (s = t) and A [s] are true in an E-interpretation, then A[t] is forced true in that interpretation. Using this concept, we are able inductively to build models for clause sets. Suppose, for example, that the clauses are listed in some order and a model for the clauses below C is known, then if C is forced true we in effect also have a model for the previous clauses and C; otherwise, some judiciously chosen literal of C is set to true and the process continues with the successors of C.
Section 2 of this paper describes the prerequisites needed in order to fully understand the theorems and proofs. Section 3 describes the type of ordering which is required. We present in section 4 the ideas relating to forcing which we will use. A major idea is that if a set of literals which includes equalities is fully reduced by those equalities, then the fully reduced set is E-satisfiable if and only if it is satisfiable. Thus, in terms of Esatisfiability, fully reduced sets are easy to work with. For this reason forcing is defined relative to fully reduced sets. Section 5 presents an overview of the proof method. It is applied to illustrative sets of inference rules in sections 6 and 7. In section 6 we give the main result which is essentially that a ground set of clauses which does not contain the empty clause and is dosed under the proper ground images of resolution, paramodulation, and factoring is E-satisfiable. Then we show that this result can be lifted to the general level in order to provide a proof of the completeness of resolution and paramodulation. In section 7 we use the method to show that a set of inference rules containing restrictive versions of resolution and paramodulation, simplification and deletion of subsumed clauses is complete.
The version of forcing that we use is an adaptation of model theoretic forcing, which was orginally designed to provide a method for constructing models of arbitrary inductive (clausal) theories, see Robinson (1970) , Barwise & Robinson (1970) and Keisler (1977) . Our version of forcing is designed to handle the special problems that arise with equality when the primary concern is a computationally tractable inference system. It is distinctly different from the Cohen forcing used in set theory. Our method is used to prove the completeness of a clausal inference system. In the Cohen method one begins with a model of set theory and extends this model to prove the consistency of some additional axiom, such as the negation of the continuum hypothesis, see Cohen (1966) or Kunen (1983) .
Completeness in mathematical logic is usually stated as follows for a proof system: if is a set of sentences which is consistent with respect to the proof rules, then ~. is satisfiable. In fact, this is the way the well-known G6del-Henkin completeness theorem is stated. (See Bell & Slomson (1974) pp. 104-105 for a proof that is closely related to the ideas in this paper.) When compared to other completeness theorems for automated logic, a novel feature of the one presented here is a rephrasal to this form and this is the key to eliminating the need for semantic trees, transfinite or otherwise.
The method presented here is based on an idea which is briefly described in Zhang & Kapur (1988, pp. 9 and 10) . We believe that our contributions include the use of fully reduced sets of literals to simplify the arguments, the use of the concept of forcing, and the formulation of the theorems and proofs in terms of the standard inference rules--resolution and paramodulation--of equality-based automated theorem proving. Our goal has been to work out the theory in detail because this method appears to have significant advantages in terms of simplicity and clarity over previous ones and consequently, we feel that it has the potential for wider applicability.
Background
We use Chang & Lee (1973) for notation and prerequisite information about theorem proving with equality. In particular, we assume that the reader is familiar with unification and most general unifiers, with interpretations and E-interpretations, with satisfiability and E-satisfiability, with the difference between ground level clauses and clauses containing variables, with the process of lifting, and with the inference rules of resolution, paramodulation and factoring.
We use Huet & Oppen (1980) for prerequisite information about term rewriting systems. The reader should be familiar with the definition of a term rewriting system, finite termination, confluence, canonical systems and the Knuth-Bendix theorem.
The reader should be familiar with ordinal numbers, order types, the difference between a limit ordinal and a successor ordinal, and induction relative to ordinal numbers, i.e., transfinite induction. Kunen (1983) is a possible source for this information. Actually, the ordinal numbers are similar to the integers and anyone with a knowledge of ordinary induction will probably be able to get by. In any event, the reader can specialize the inductive arguments to the non-negative integers on a first reading if desired. The reader should also be familiar with orderings, total orderings, well-orderings, and multiset orderings. Information about multiset orderings can be found in Dershowitz & Manna (1979) . We also assume that the reader is familiar with the ordering of Knuth & Bendix (1970) . 
Orderings
We assume given a set o f terms which is generated from a finite set of function symbols and a countably infinite set of variable symbols. Also given is a set of atoms which is generated from the set of terms and a finite set of predicate symbols including the equality symbol =. It will simplify the arguments if we identify s = t and t = s. That is, an equality atom is in reality the equivalence class {s = t, t = s}. If a total ordering on ground terms has been defined, as below, then the canonical element of this equivalence class is (s = t) with s > t. In the ground case we will assume we are working with this canonical element whenever we write s = t. The set of words is the union of the set of terms and the set of literals.
For the main theorem we will need an ordering < defined on the set of ground words which satisfies the following properties: O1 < is a well-ordering on ground words, 0 2 whenever t and s are ground terms and w is a ground word, t < s implies w[t] < w [s] ( monotonieity ), 0 3 whenever t is a ground term and w is a ground word which is not an equality, if t is a strict subterm of w, then t < w (subterm property). Such art ordering can be constructed by the process given below if we are given a m o n o t o n i c well-ordering with the subterm property which is defined on the set of all ground words which are not equalities (it should be defined for inequalities).
To show this, let < be an ordering which is defined on the set of all ground words which are not equalities and satisfies: O1' < is a well-ordering on ground words which are not equalities, 0 2 ' whenever t and s are ground terms and w is a ground word which is not an equality,
t < s implies w[t] < w[s],
and the subterm property O3. Now embed ground equalities in the ordering in a way such that s = t precedes (nearly all) words that can be reduced by s = t by requiring that whenever w is a ground word which is not an equality and a, b, s, t are ground terms, E O 1 w < ( s~t ) if and only i f w < s ; E O 2 (s = t) < w if and only if s_< w; and E O 3 (a = b) < (s = t) if and only if a < s, or both a = s and b < t. THEOREM 3.1. The ordering which has just been defined is a monotonic well.ordering satisfying the subterm property and equational precedence on ground words, that is, it satisfies O1, 0 2 , 0 3 and 04.
PROOF. Left to the reader.
Most orderings which occur in the literature are defined on terms. However, it is usually a simple matter to extend the definition to words.
For example, consider the ordering of Knuth & Bendix (1970) . To define the ordering on words, enlarge the set of operators to consist of all function symbols, all predicate symbols including =, and the negation operator. The definition of the ordering is on page 265 of Knuth & Bendix (1970) or it can be obtained by restricting the definition on page 85 of Peterson (1983) to ground words. Now restrict the set to which the ordering applies to be all words which are not equalities. It is easy to demonstrate that this modified Knuth-Bendix ordering satisfies O1', 02' and 03. Therefore, it is suitable for our purpose.
The ordering of Knuth & Bendix can be made to behave in a wide variety of ways by varying the order of the operators or changing their weights. Thus we believe the conditions we have imposed on the ordering are reasonable and not too restrictive to be useful.
In Peterson (1983) the ordering of Knuth & Bendix was restricted by requiring every operator to have positive weight. This was necessary to ensure that the ordering has but one infinite extent. Here we are allowing transfiniteness so the Knuth-Bendix ordering can be employed without restriction.
The lexicographic path ordering (Dershowitz, 1987 ) also satisfies our required properties. Some other term orderings which have been considered in the literature (see Dershowitz, 1987 ) may be made suitable for our purpose by restricting their definition in such a way that they become total on ground terms.
Our later results will require the ordering to be extended to the set of all words and to satisfy: 05 whenever wl and w2 are words and 0 is a substitution, wl<w2 implies wlO<w20 (stability).
The Knuth-Bendix ordering as extended to include words with variables can be used for this purpose. The definition on page 267 of Knuth & Bendix (1970) is used with the set of operators including negation and predicates as before. Then equalities are embedded using the appropriate generalization of the definition preceding Theorem 3.1 as found on page 85 of Peterson (1983) . Further details relating to this ordering including the proof of stability are left to the reader. We consider a clause to be a multiset of its literals. Clauses are ordered by the multiset ordering << obtained from <. Since < is a well-ordering on ground literals, << is a well-ordering on ground clauses. See Dershowitz & Manna (1979) .
Forcing
In this section we introduce concepts and prove results which we believe are of fundamental importance in the study of E-interpretations. interpretation, respectively E-interpretation, I such that for every clause C ~ S and for every ground substitution 0, there is a literal L in CO such that Lc L It follows from this definition that a set of ground literals is satisfiable if and only if it is a subset of an interpretation and is E-satisfiable if and only if it is a subset of an E-interpretation. DEFINITION 4.4. A partial interpretation is a subset of an interpretation. A partial Einterpretation is a subset of an E-interpretation. If I is a partial E-interpretation, then a full E-extension of I is an E-interpretation I' such that I ___ I'.
Note that a set of ground literals is a partial interpretation if and only if it contains no complementary pair. DEFINITION 4.5. A partial interpretation I is fully reduced if no literal of either of the forms t = t or t # t is in /, and whenever s = t is an equality of I (recall that s > t), it follows that no other literal of I has s as a subterm. 
LEMMA 4.7. The fully reduced partial interpretation I is extendible by the literal L if and only if E1 L is not of the form t= t, E2 L is not of the form t ~ t, E3 the complement of L is not in 1, E4 if L= (s= t ), then no literal of I has s as a subterm, and E5 if (s = t) e I, then L does not have s as a subterm.
PROOF. This follows directly from the definitions.
LEMMA 4.8. The set of equalities, interpreted as rewrite rules, in a fully reduced partial interpretation constitutes a canonical rewriting system. PROOF. The system is terminating because s > t for every rewrite rule s = t, and > is a monotonic well-ordering. See Dershowitz (1987) , Theorem 5. It follows from the KnuthBendix theorem that the system is confluent because there are no critical pairs.
Normally the rules of a rewriting system are used only to rewrite terms. They can, however, be used to rewrite literals by applying the rules only to subterms.
Reduction relative to the set of equalities in a fully reduced partial interpretation I will be denoted by ---~ t. Reduction to a normal form will be denoted by 4 ~. The I in these notations may be omitted if it is clear from the context. For example, if I is a fully reduced partial interpretation and (s = t) c 1, then (s = t)$ = (t = t).
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose I is a fully reduced partial interpretation and I* is the (full) interpretation which contains the atom A if and only if A,[ is an element of I or is of the form t= t. Then I* is an E.interpretation such that I* ~_ I.
PROOF. It is clear that 1~_ 1" because: (1) if A is an equality in/, then A may be used to reduce itself to the form t = t; (2) if A is a non-equality atom of/, then AS = A, so AS ~ 1; and (3) if -TA is a literal in /, then AS = A, and A ~ I because I contains no complementary pairs, so A ~ I* and therefore, -aA e 1".
We now show that I* is an E-interpretation. For every ground term t, (t = t)~ is of the form I-= ~-for some term z, so (t= t)~ I*. Suppose (s = t) ~ I*. Then (s = t)~ is of the form ~ = ~" so s$ = t J,. It follows that if A is a ground atom, then
A[s]$ = A[s~ ]~, = A[ t,~ ],~ = Air]S,
because, for canonical systems, all ways of reducing to normal form give the same result. PROOF. If L is an atom, the result follows from the definition of I* in the statement of Lemma 4.9. Otherwise, L is the negation of an atom, say L=-~A, and we must show A ~ I*. By hypothesis, wAS ~ L Since I is a partial interpretation, A~ ~ L Furthermore, if A=(s= t), then s$~ t$ because no atom of the form t ~ t is in L Thus A~ is not of the form t = t. Since AS is not in I and is not of the form t = t, A~ I*. DEFINITION 4.12. Let I be a fully reduced partial interpretation, L a ground literal, and C a ground clause. We say that l forces L if L$ is in 1 or is of the form t = t. We say that I forces C if I forces some literal of C.
Note that every fully reduced partial interpretation forces clauses of the form t = t. Also note that if I is a fully reduced partial E-interpretation and L s/, then I forces L. PROOF. Let 11, /2 and L satisfy the hypotheses. We must show that L$12e 12 or is of the form t = t. We know that L$ ~, e I~ or is of the form t = t. We also know that L$ ~2 = (L~L)$ I2 because I~ ~/2 and the equalities in 12 constitute a canonical rewriting system. If L$ t' = (t = t) for some ground term t, then L~ 12 = (t = t)$ ~2 = (t$ ~2 = t$ I~) which is of the form ~'= r. If L$ ~ e 11, then L~ t2= L~ t, because elements of I~ are not reducible by elements of I2 and it follows that L$~ ~ 12. PROOF. Let {I~} be the non-decreasing sequence, i.e., _f= _c 1~ if ce </3, and let I be its union. If I contained a complementary pair, then since the sequence is non-decreasing, there would be some 1~ which contained this complementary pair and this is not possible because every I~ is a partial interpretation. Thus 1 is a partial interpretation. Similarly, if I contained the equality s = t and another literal L containing s as a subterm, then there would be some I, also containing both of these and this is impossible since 1,~ is fully reduced. Therefore, I is fully reduced.
LEMMA 4.16. If I is a fully redueed partial interpretation and L is forced by I, then L is in every full E-extension of L
PROOF. Let I' be a full E-extension of L By the definition of forced, L$ is either in I or of the form t= t. In either case, L$~ I'. Since 1' is an E-interpretation, we obtain L~ 1' by working from L$ back to L using equality replacements.
LEMMA 4.17. If I iS a fully reduced partiai interpretation, L is forced by I, I'~ I, and L is less than each element of I-I', then L is forced by I'.
PROOF. We must show that L$ r is in I' or has the form r = ~'. We know that L$*~ I or has the form r = 7. We also know that L$ ~ ~ (I -I') since L$ * -< L and L is less than each element of I-I'. Therefore, it will suffice to prove that L$ r= L$ ~.
Suppose LSr# L$ r. Then there is an equality s= t in I-I' which reduces L$ r. Furthermore, LSr~L<(s = t). By equational precedence, LSr'= (s ~ u) for some u < t. It now follows that L,~ t= (s = u)~, I because the equalities in I constitute a canonical rewriting system. Since (s = t) ~ I and t is not reducible by/, L~' = (s~ ~ = u~') = (t = u~').
Since L is forced by L (t = u$1) is in I or u$ ~ is t. But (t = uS ~) cannot be in/, for then it could reduce s= t and uS I is not t because u$t---u < t. So we have a contradiction and the proof is complete.
The Proof Method
In this section we prove a theorem that captures the essential features of our method for proving completeness.
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose L is a literal of the ground clause C and I is a fully reduced partial interpretation which is extendible by L~ ~. Then I u {L~ ~ } forces C.
PROOF. Let I'=Iw{L~,I}. It suffices to show that L~, r is in I' or has the form t=t. If L~ r= L~ ~, then L$ r is in I'. So suppose LSr# L$1. By Lemma 4.8, L$r={L$I}~ r. But L~, t is not reducible by I so it must be reducible by L~ ~, i.e., by itself. But reducing L$ t by itself gives a literal of the form t = t and it follows that L$ r also has the form t = t. To use Theorem 5.2 we will first define the literal L~ for each or, 1-< a < h. Then, assuming for 1 ---/3 < a that I~ is a fully reduced partial interpretation which forces C~, and assuming that I'~ does not force C~, we will prove that l" is extendible by L~, and that L, = LTd. t; for some literal LT' of C,. To prove that I" is extendible by L, whenever I g does not force C,, we will show (see Lemma 4.7) FI: if L~ is of the form t = t, then I" forces C~ ; F2: if L~ is of the form t ~ t, then I'~ forces Ca ; F3: if the complement of L~ is in I g, then I" forces C~ ; F4: if L~ is reducible by I~, then I', forces C,, ; F5: if L, reduces an element of 1'~, then I'~ forces C,.
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a set of ground clauses. Note that G is well-ordered by <<. Let A be its order type. Then G may be represented as {C~I1-< ~ <z} in which C,~ << Cts if and only if t~ <~. Define a non-decreasing sequence {/~I0-< oe <)t} of fully reduced partial interpretations inductively as follows. Let Io = 0. Let ol be an ordinal number which is greater than 0 and less than A. Suppose I s has been defined for every ordinal ~ such that O<_fl < a and suppose It3 is a fully reduced partial interpretation which forces

Completeness of Resolution and Paramodulation
We proceed directly to the statement and proof of our main result after defining a couple of inference rules. DEFINITION 6.1. Suppose Ct is a clause containing the literal L t = (st = t) and C2 = C2[s2] is a clause which has s2 as a subterm. Suppose sl and s2 are unifiable with most general unifier 0. Then
is a paramodulant of C: into C2. The process of obtaining the paramodulant is called paramodulation. If C2 is an instance of C~, say C2 = C~o-, then the paramodulation is liftable if there is a non-variable subterm s~ of C~ such that s2 = s~cr. That is, paramodulation into an instance C~b of a clause C is liftable if the term being replaced begins in C as opposed to being fully contained in ~b. 
c;o[t]
is obtained by substitution reduction from C~ into C2.
The primary focus of this work is the proof of the following theorem.
THEOR.EM 6.3. Suppose G is a set of ground instances of a set S of clauses satisfying (1) for every ground term t, (t = t) ~ G, (2) G is closed under factoring, resolution, liftable paramodulation, and substitution reduction, and
PROOF. We use Theorem 5.2 with L~ = L~ (see Remark 5.3). We must show F1,..., F5. Once we have done this, it becomes clear that if I" does not force C~, then I" is extendible by L= and so L,~ is not reducible by I'. Thus, L, = L~J, I~ and the proof is complete. We proceed with F1 through FS.
PROOF OF F1. Suppose L~' is of the form t = t. Then I'= forces Ca because every fully reduced partial interpretation forces every literal of the form t = t.
PROOF OF F2. If L~' has the form t ~ t, then it resolves with a clause of the form t = t and produces a clause C which is less than C,. Thus C = C~ for some 8 < o~. By the induction hypothesis, I8 forces one of the literals of C~. But aI1 the literals of C~ are also in C=. Since I'~ ~_ I~, Lemma 4.13 implies that 1" forces C~.
Before proceeding with the proof of F3, we prove two auxiliary results.
CO If 3' <-o~, and L'( = L~, then I'~ forces C:,.
PROOF o1= CO. The clause L~' v. 9 v L~ is a factor of Cv and is less than C 7. Since O is closed under factoring, Cs=L~'v'''vL~, for some 8<7. By the induction hypothesis, I~ forces C~. Since C8---Cv, [~ forces C,. Since I~_ I~, Lemma 4.13 implies I~ forces C. e. 
C1 If'~< ot and I~ = I'~w{L'(}, then I" does not
If the paramodulation which produces C is not liftable (i.e. possibly C ~ G), then we have Ca = C'O where C" ~ S, 0 is a ground substitution, and the paramodulation occurs in a term of 0. Write 0 = O [s] to explicitly indicate that s occurs in a term of 0. Let
Since G is closed under substitution reduction, C'~ (3. Since C'<< Ca, C'= Cn for some 8<a. The situation is pictured below. (In Figure 1 the partial interpretations and corresponding clauses are listed in increasing order down the page. The symbol ('~] indicates the increasing nature of the sequence {Io}. The box around s = t indicates that I~ did not force C~ so s = t is an element of 17. Also, 8 could occur between y and rather than below y as shown.) By the induction hypothesis, Is forces Cn. By Lemma 4.13 I" forces both C8 and s = t since r _ 18, and I" ~ I v. By Lemma 4.14, I" forces C~.
If the paramodulation is liftable, then C ~ G since (3 is closed under liftable paramodulation. Also, C << Ca as in the proof of F3. Therefore C = C8 for some 6 < o~. By the induction hypothesis Is forces a literal of C8. Since I" ~ Is, I" forces a literal of Cn = C. By CI this literal cannot be one of L~, L ~ ' ~ '~ 9 --, k~,soitmustbeoneofL~[t],L2,...,Lk. If it is one of L~ ..... Lk~, then I" forces Ca as required. If it is Lt[t], then both s = t and L~ [t] are forced by I'. By Lemma 4.14, Lt[s] is forced by 1~ and therefore C a is forced by 1".
PROOF OF FS. Suppose L~' = (s = t) reduces L~ ~ I'~ for some/3 < a. If L~ = L~ then I'~ forces C,~. Otherwise, L~ < L~' and so by equational precedence, L~ = (s = u) with u < t. Hence, L~ reduces L~ and so by F4, I~ forces C,.
We now show how to lift this result to the general level. DEFINITION 6.4. An inference rule R is liftable if the result of applying R to ground instances of clauses is a ground instance of an application of R to the clauses.
It is known and relatively easy to prove that factoring, resolution, and liftable paramodulation are liftable. See Chang & Lee (1973) PROOF. Let G be the set of all ground instances of clauses in S. Since (x = x) ~ S, for every ground term t, (t = t)E G. Since factoring, resolution, and liftable paramodulation are each liftable, it follows that if one of these operations is formed on clauses in (3, the result will be a clause in G. Furthermore, if a clause in G undergoes substitution reduction, the result will be a ground instance of a clause in S, i.e., a clause of G. Finally, [] ~ G because [] is an instance only of itself. Therefore, all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.3 are satisfied and it follows that G is E-satisfiable. By the definition of E-satisfiability, S is E-satisfiable. DEFINITION 6.6. Let S be a set of clauses and Y~ a set of inference rules. Let So = S and let SI, Sz,... be a sequence such that each Ss is obtained from S;_~ by performing one of the rules of ~. The sequence So, $1,... is called a derivation using ~. If [] ~ S; for some i, then the sequence So, S~,..., S~ is called a refutation of S using ~. THEOREM 6.7. If S is an E-unsatisfiable set of clauses containing x = x, then there is a refutation of S using factoring, resolution and paramodulation.
PROOF. Let So, $1 .... be a derivation using factoring, resolution and paramodulation such that if an inference is possible in S~, it is performed in the step from Sj_I to S t for some j > i. Note that Si _c Sj if i <j. Let S* = ~.J St. Then S* is closed under factoring, resolution and paramodulation. By the previous theorem, [] e S*. Therefore, [] e Sj for some i and a refutation of S exists.
Restrictions and Deletion Rules
Unrestricted resolution and paramodulation are weak rules because too many inferences are possible. Furthermore, any system which continually adds to the clause set without provision for deletion is bound to be weak because eventually you become encumbered with too many clauses. In this section we will prove the completeness of a system which uses severely restricted versions of resolution and paramodulation, and allows simplified and subsumed clauses to be deleted. Related inference systems can be found in Hsiang & Rusinowitch (1991 ), Zhang & Kapur (1988 , Rusinowitch (1991) and Bachmair (1989) . (1) s~ = h is a maximal literal in Ct; (2) s2 is a subterrn of the maximal literal L2 in C2; (3) s~cr is maximal in (slot= t~o-), where o. is the mgu of sl and s2; and (4) either (a) L2 is not an equality, or (b) L2 = (s = t) and whenever s2 is a subterm of s, either so. is maximal in (scr = to'), or C2 has another equally literal (s'= t') such that s'cr is maximal in (s'o" = t'o.) with scr and s'o. unifiable.
is a maximal paramodulant of Cx into C2. The important thing to nofce regarding (4) is that maximal pararnodulation into an equality which is the only equality of its clause will always occur in a maximal side. PROOF. We use Theorem 5.2 with L~ = (s = t$ t;) if L[ is the equality s = t and there is not another equality in C~ whose largest side is s; otherwise we set L~ -~ L~'. We must show F1 .... , FS. Once we have done this, it becomes clear that if 1" does not force C,, then L~ is not reducible by I'. Thus L~ = L~$ I; and the proof is complete. We proceed with F1 through F$.
PROOF OF F1. Same as in Theorem 6.3. PROOF OF 172. If L~ has the form t # t, then L, = L~ and Ca maximally resolves with a clause of the form t = t and produces a clause C such that some clause C' obtained by repeated simplification of C is subsumed by a clause C" of G. Clearly C'<< C, so C"= C8 for some 8 < ~. By the induction hypothesis,/~ forces C~ and since I" _/~, I" forces C~. But since C~ subsumes C', ['~ forces a literal L' in C'. We have L'~ C'= D, << D~_~ << 9 9 << D~ << Do = C ~ C~, where {D~} is the sequence of repeated simplifications of C. Hence, by the definition of simplification and by the monotonicity of our ordering, there is a corresponding sequence of Iiterals such that L' = L~ ---L~-I -<" 9 9 -< L~ -< L0 ~ C,. Now, if E~ ~ G is an equality used in simplifying Ll, then E~ < L~ -< Lo and so E~ << C,. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, each E~ is forced by I" and, since [~, forces L'= L,,, by Lemma 4.14 each L~ is forced by I'. It follows that C, is forced by I'~.
Before proceeding with the proof of F3, we prove two auxiliary results. By our hypotheses, there is a clause C' which is obtained by repeated simplification of C such that C' is subsumed by a clause C" in G. It follows as in the proof of F2 that 1 I. forces one of the literals of C. By C1 this literal cannot be one of L~', 9 9 -, L~'k,," therefore it must be one of L~,..., L~. Thus I, forces C~.
PROOF OF F4. Suppose L~ is reducible by an element of 1". Let 7 be an ordinal such that I v = l~u{s = t} and s = t reduces L,. If L~ = (s~ = h$ l;) and L~' = (sl = h), then s must be a subterm of s~. Thus s is a subterm of L~ in every case. Write L~ = L~[s] to explicitly indicate s as a subterm of L~'. Also, let L~ = (s = t') where t'l t; = t. The clauses and
have the paramodulant
If the paramodulation which produces C C~ is the same as in Theorem 6.3.
is not liftable, then the proof that I, forces If the paramodulation is liftable, then by our hypotheses, some clause obtained by repeated simplification of C is subsumed by a clause of (7. As in the proof of F3 this is enough to imply that I" forces a literal of (7. By C1 this literal cannot be one of L~',..., Lk~; so it must be one of L~ PROOF. This follows from Theorem 7.7 as in the proof of Theorem 6.5 because (1) a ground inference by maximal factoring, maximal resolution, or maximal paramodulation lifts to a corresponding general inference by the same rule, and (2) if D is a clause such that some clause obtained by repeated simplification of D is subsumed by a clause D', and C is a ground instance of D, then some clause obtained by repeated simplification of C is subsumed by a clause C' which is a ground instance of D'.
Suppose that deletion of properly subsumed clauses is an inference rule of highest precedence (i.e., it is performed whenever possible), simplification is of the next precedence and the remaining rules have lowest precedence. THEOREM 7.9. If S is an E-unsatisfiable set of clauses containing x =x, then there is a refutation of S using deletion of properly subsumed clauses, simplification, maximal factoring, maximal resolution, and maximal paramoduIation with precedence as above.
PROOF. Let So, $1 .... be a derivation using the stated inference rules such that if an inference is possible in S;, either one of the parents is deleted or it is performed in the step from Sj to Sj+I for some j -> i. Let
~=o j~i
It suffices to show [] ~ S*, for if this is the case, then [] ~ ~"~T=~ Sj for some i and therefore, [] ~ S~. We now prove (2) of Theorem 7.8. Let C be a clause which is obtained from clauses of S* by maximal factoring, maximal resolution, or maximal paramodulation, The parents of C are in S~ for j > N, say. Since the inference that produces C cannot be put off forever, C E Sk for some k. If C is deleted in step l, then it is either properly subsumed by a clause in S~ or it simplifies to a clause in S~. Let this clause be C1. If C1 is deleted, then it is properly subsumed by or simplifies to a clause C2, etc. We obtain a sequence Ct, C2,.. 9 such that C~ either properly subsumes or is a simplification of C~_~. The number of successive proper subsumptions in the sequence is finite because every sequence of clauses in which each clause properly subsumes its predecessor is of finite length (Loveland (1978), p. 208) . Let {C~} be a ground-level instance of sequence {C~}. It is clear that C~-1 >> C~ or C~_1 = C~ and equality holds only if C~ subsumes Ct_~. Thus there are only finitely many equalities between each two inequalities in the sequence {C~}. Since << is a well ordering, {C~), and therefore (C~}, is finite. Thus there is a CM which is not deleted, i.e. CM e S*. Now CM subsumes a clause which is obtained by repeatedly simplifying C because if a clause D2 is obtained by subsuming and then simplifying D~, then/92 may also be obtained by simplifying and then subsuming D~; and subsumption is transitive. Thus (2) of Theorem 7.8 is satisfied. It follows that [] ~ S*.
